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ASUNM, GSA, and numerous faculty
members have called a strike at UNM. The
strike is a protest over American complicity
in the Indo-China war, and a saddened,
desperate reaction against the murder of five
students at Kent State University.
Those of, us who called or support the
strike feel the students at Kent, like GI's in
Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos, Thailand, would
not be dead if it were not· for this country's
insane foreign policy. Nixon's invasion of
Cambodia was merely the match to the,
torch.
The strike was called because too many of
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Editorial

Strike: Non-violent, But

___________
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SARAH LAIDLAW·
Editor

• • •

DON BURGE
us it is the last· nonviolent protest that can
Managing Editor:
be made. In the strike we are joined on
college campuses nation-wide in a despairing
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
attempt to get Nixon to listen to someone
other than the Pentagon generals who for
Editorial Phone (505) 277-41 02; 277-4202 ·
years have said the end to this nation's
Vol. 73, Vol. 133
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genocide is just around the corner.
We desperately believe the strike should
remain nonviolent. But we add this: If
Nixon does decide that killing, and the rape
of the countryside must continue, we are
perfectly willing and perfectly capable. to
bring that violence and that rape home.
Donald Burge
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'-And If I'm Not Back In Six Weeks ... '

Carnation, via its Instant Breakfast, is being charged with a
violation of the law in connection with its advertising
statements that the equivalent nutrition of two fresh eggs,
two slices of bacon,· two' slices of buttered toast, and a glass
of orange juice can be had with one of its Carnation
breakfasts. Misrepresentation is alleged in that the nutrition
derived from the milk itself is not properly credited in the
commercials made on television and radio. Now if the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) would make a complaint
against the Hokona cafeteria ...

UNM was closed down yesterday at 3 p.m. by joint agr.eement by UNM
President Ferrel Heady and Gov. David F. Car~~· .
.
.
The campus was put on a·"restricted access basts until Monday, Hea~y sa1d.
Referring to an earlier stabbing incide~~ Hea~y .sa~~· "Du~ to the VIolence
that has occurred," and the strike cond1t10ns, It IS Impossible to carry on
normally."
Closed Until Monday
Cargo's statement called for "all classes, all facilities and all operations" to
be closed until "late Monday."
However, Heady announced later in the afternoon the University's
administrative offices would be open today.
_
Heady's statement included a call to evacuate the c~mpus. He ~ge~ st~dents
who lived off campus "to go home," and students m the dornntones to go
back to their rooms."
.
.
.
At the same time Cargo called for the closmg of the Umversity, he ordered
50 members of the New Mexico State Police on campus to "help control
traffic and keep people off campus who have no business there."
Ho;ever, no action by any state policeman on campus was reported, and _no
Lobo reporters saw any. state policemen, except agent Jack E. Johnson, dunng
the day at any of the campus events.
Opposes Occupation
.
.
Earlier in the day Cargo spoke out strongly agamst the. Tuesday mght
occupation of the Air Force ROTC building by some 50 to 7 5 s~udents.
"There will be no occupation of buildings on campus. We will run them out
of there and fast," he said.
Near dawn yesterday morning some 15 remaining students left the ROTC
building. No arrests were reported.
.
_
. "
.
Cargo also called up a·150 man unit of the natiOnal guard but sa1d they Will
not be used unless absolutely necessary."
"We must restore order. The people not associated with the University will
be kept off campus," Cargo's statement said.
.
.
The statement was issued by Bob Huber, special assistant to the governor.
.
Sorolity Houses Close
The residents of the dorms and sorority houses unable to go hoine may be
subject to an earlier curfew, she added.
Lanny Rominger, assistant dean of men, is also urging all men living on
campus to leave for the weekend.
.
Kappa Kappa Gamma, Pi Beta Phi, and Chi Omega, sorority houses were
. ·
.
.
officially closed for the weekend.
The Residence Halls Dining Halls will remam open durmg the usual hours. A
spokesman said both Hokona and La Posada will remain open if the number of
students warrant keeping both halls open.

M

***for misrepresentation of color
The FTC is blasting Woolco
televisions sets. The Lobo has recently received complaints
concerning the Woolco store in Albuquerque.
***

Lobo Review

Chambers Bros.

~Get

comes a lot closer than any other
live cuts on their previous five
"Love, Peace and albums.
One of the striking things about
Happiness"-The Chambers
this album is that the person
Brothers (Columbia KGP 20)
comes off best, and who almost
The Chambers Brothers are one seems to be holding the whole
of those groups who must be thing together, is drummer Brain
heard and seen-experienced-Jive, Keenan. It is unusual for any
drummer· to make his presence so
in order to be appreciated fully.
Their stage appearance alone is obviously felt, but even more
something to behold-four black unusual because he is the white
brothers and a white Englishman man among the four black
dressed in the finest threads either brothers, one almost naturally
side of Carnaby Street. (The assumes that here we have four
"L P&H" album . cover brothers who all play guitar, and
to make a group they had to dig
demonstrates well the1r flashy
tastes in clothes.) When they play, up a drummer. In other words,
they really get it on-who could the group is the four Chambers
be more musically together than boys, and Keenan is there just to
brothers who grew up in the deep back them up.
South learning to sing and play a
If that were true when the
guitar before they could walk?
group began, it is obviously no
They perform with such longer the case. He has quite ably
enthusiasm you'd think it was integrated (excuse the pun)
religion to them-and it himself into the group, to the
practically is. Their early musical point where he not only fits right
experience was straight gospel, as in but occasionally takes the lead.
was their first album on some
The excellent, clear recording
obscure label, and it hasn't left of this album helps to point this
them (never will, I'm sure) now out, but that in no way takes
that their "soul has been credit from Keenan. Perhaps he's
psychedelicized.,.
always been this good, but we
A Chambers Brothers couldn't tell as easily on the other
performance is sprinkled albums.
throughout with foot·stomping,
The fantastic Chambers blend
whistling, screaming; of voices is also superior or more
cowbell-clunking, clapping, evident here, especially on the
grinning, and soul·grunting, and it studio record. It is like another
doesn't take long for the audience instrument-their best one. The
to start getting it on with them. vocal vibrates a perfect blend,
But until now, that spirit which rich, perfectly in tune; then
came through so easily on stage separates, then fits together again,
all with a perfection that comes
just wasn't there on records.
"Love, Peace and Happiness" is from 20 years of practice.
Everything good that can be
the one that makes it. It's a
two·record album, and one was said about any part of the album
recorded live at the Fillmore East. is also there in the title number,
It's actually impossible for anyone the 16-minute studio recording of
to come across on a recording like "Love, Peace, and Happiness." It
they do in person, but this record runs the gamut of every "trick" in
By CHARLES ANDREWS

.
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the Chambers bag-hard-driving
soul, satin gospel voices,
psychedelic drum and guitar riffs,
good-time clowning around-yet
has remarkable continuity. They
take you through many changes,
but there's no break, no gap;
you're not aware of them until
the transition is over. This is by
far the best thing they've ever
done, and is a rock masterpiece.
The other side of the studio
record has five numbers which are
successively faster (and, one is
tempted to say, better). It's a nice
concept, and done quite well. The
last, fastest, cut-"Wake
Up"-could have been the
tightest, most-together one of all,
but doesn't quite make it. It's still
the best on that side, and with a
little work could be the song that
epitomizes the group. "Wake Up"
tells you, immediately, this is the
Chambers Brothers.
"To Love Somebody" is also
on that side, and, for all their
expert arranging and distinctive
voices, the Bee Gees do not do as
good a job on it as the C. Bros. do
here.
A 1 O·minute rendition of
"Wade in the Water" on the live
record is made by the drumming.
It ends with a terrific solo, and
the crowd goes wild. "I Can't
Turn You Loose" gets the best
audience reaction, though-you
feel like everyone's really into it
with them. "People Get Ready" is
a classic soul number, but they
bow to no one in this excellent
version.
The audience calls for more at
the end of the live recording, and
the boys oblige them with some
of the best barbershop quarteting
you've ever heard.
lf you can't find something on
this album to like, you're hard to
please.

Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
·
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Ch1]rles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, Eric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
Gagnon
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Bob Caruthers, Mike Rowland, Tony louderbough

STAFF

..
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The reason "censored" periodically covers the complaints
and charges made by the FTC against big and small businesses
is that neither the Journal nor the Trib is interested in writing
derogatory things about products advertised extensively in
their pages.
Exceptions come, of course, when some company is
charged with some heinous crime, but this occurs very
infrequently. Can you imagine the Journal reporting that
Woolco has been charged with misrepresenting color
television sets? Not on your life.
That is one distinct advantage about working for a
publication that does not require a subservient attitud~
toward powerful advertisers. If the advertisers get you, we'll
try to get them.
***
If you are the proud owner of a Relaxacizor, an exercising
and waist-line reducing machine advertised nationally, you
could be irritating intra-abdominal, gastrointestinal,
orthropedic, muscular, neurological, vascular, dermatological,
kidney, gynecological, and pelvic disorders. Dormant cancer
cells might be activated and spread while a miscarriage could
occur along with aggravation of pre-existing medical
conditions including epilepsy, hernia, multiple schlerosis,
spinal fusion, tubo-ovarian abscess, ulcers, and varicose veins.
Directions for use of the Relaxacizor recommend at least
30 minutes' use daily in each area the consumer wants to
"exercise". 400,000 of these machines are in the hands of
American consumers who have paid from $100 to $400 for
them.
**Note Lobo readers: This could be our only scoop of
the year. Be sure and read Parade the next couple weeks when
they "expose" the Relaxacizor people. In the meantime, if
you need exercise, take a bus-it's cheaper.

•·' ·

Editor:
Economic Power

To the Editor:
We do not 6ppose the student
strike, nor do we impune its
motives. The recent course of
events in Vietnam and Cambodia
calls responsible citizenry to
decisive action. However, we view
the student strike as an exercise in
futility.
Students have once again
chosen the course of least
resistance, and moved against the
most available power structure.
We hear phrases tossed
a r o u nd-"demonstration of
unity" seems to be the most
popular. And yet we •recall the
November moratorium, in which a
solid national front of students
was passed off as insignificant by
an administration which does not
see its interests reflected in the
demands of the nation's students.
Let us accept the obvious. Nixon
wi II not respond to students,
exc~pt to send in the guard.
It it is apparent that we can't
get to Nixon, then who can? Big
business can. The nation's
economy has become the
sounding board for Nixon policy.
I.et us begin to speak to Nixon in
terms that he will understand.
Student strike and protest
marches can be igno.red or
violently repressed.

I

c
D

Lettera are wekome, and ohould
be no longer than 260 words tnlewr!tt..n, double epaeed. Name, telephone number and .,Jdrsa muat be
lneluded, although name wiD be
withheld UPOn requ ..t.

The power we can wield is
economic power. Big business can
get to Nixon, so let'&' try getting
to big business.
The tactic we call upon
students to employ is an
economic boycott. Let us find the
sectors of industry Where student
boycott can be effective. This
rules out ideas of only boycotting
war related industries. Students
don't by enough napalm to make
it worthwhile for us to boycott
Dow. We do buy a lot of cars and
records and Coca·Cola. We go to a
lot of movies. ·There are areas
where our punch will be felt. Let
us find those areas and move.
There can be no success
without sacrifice. This is not an
easy course of action. We speak
not _of days, but months, and
perhaps years of persistent,
dogged action, This may mean
giving up some luxuries very dear
to our hearts, like coke, and
movies. But if we are not willing
to take real action, to real ends,
then we must content ourselves
with the placebo of student
strikes, Our power is real. It
cannot be ignored by the
Pr~sident _ or tepressed by the
national guard. The only way to
destroy our power is to leave it
unused,
Chris Carstens
Dale Fogelstrom
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Kent State U Report
Ordered by Pres. Nixon
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By EUGENE V. RISHER
WASHINGTON (UPI)President Nixon Wednesday
ordered a full report on the Ke':lt
State shootings, visited with SIX
students from the school, and was
warned his new Cambodian
policies were playing into the
hands of revolutionaries bent on
destroying the nation,
Facing the heaviest criticism
since he took over the White
House Nixon instructed John
Ehrlic'hman, his assista':lt for
domestic affairs, to deter~n;me ~he
cause of the Kent State Umvers1ty
rioting and to find better ways of
communications between students
and college administrations and
his own administration.
Before ordering that
investigation, Nixon sat down for
an hour with six stuc;lents from
Kent who said afterwards that
they hoped that the recent days
of campus violence a~ound _ the
nation would make N1xon more
aware of the voices of youth.
President Quoted
The six quoted the President as
saying that dissent would ~e
minimized "when hts
administration accomplished four
basic goals: get out of, this. ~ar;
don't get involved 111 &tmtlar
situations; reduce arma~?nts; and
create a volunteer Army·

~--·I

After Nixon's meeting with the
students, his national s~c?rity
affairs adviser, Henry A. Ktssmger
met with a dozen members of a
student-faculty group from
Stanford University.
The Stanford group, with
Secretary Robert Finch of Health,
Education, and Welfare, and
Ehrlichman looking on, presented
Kissinger with· an open letter to
President Nixon warning that a
deeper involvement in Cambodia
plays into the hands ~f the
"extreme leftists" advocatmg an
"escalated violent response."
Revolutionaries
"Revolutionary elements have
long recognized that destru.ction
of our universities is essential to
thei.r plans of national conques~.
Events now play into thmr
hands " the letter said.
Th~ Stanford group criticized
Kissinger after the meeting for
Jectut·ing them like a professor.
The White House, however,
described the meeting·as a "very
pmductive exchange."
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler told reporters, "The Whit.e
Ho.use is not sitting here, nor IS
the President, in total disregard or
without concern for the
frustrations many young people
feel."

Returns to UNNI

\

Actress Jane Fonda was back
on campus yesterday to
participate in _anti·war activities
she sparked witb a Monday night
speecb on Cambodia.

.
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Nat'l -Center ·says 240 College Campuses on Strike

5 Students Accused in Stabbings
Bookert, Malry, Johnson, Walton, Segears Sought
By ERIC LUCAS
Warrants were issued for the arrest of
five UNM students last night following the
stabbings of three other students after an
almost constant series of confrontations,
fights, and shouting matches over the
lowering to half staff of the American flag
in front of Johnson Gym yesterday.
The students sought are David Bookert,
22, from Hobbs; Ernest P. Malry, 20, San
Diego; Sam Johnson, an ASUNM Senator
from Gary, Indiana; Donald Walton,
Denver; and Eddie Segears, a resident
advisor in Coronado Hall, 22, from
,.,.Washington, D. C. They will be charged
· with aggravated battery.
The injured students received minor stab
wounds, and two were released from
Albuquerque hospitals yesterday
afternoon,
Injured
The three persons treated were Rex
Sewell, 19, 1708 Pitt NW; Jerry Buckner,
21, Santa Clara 134; and Galand Coffman,
24, 3545 Eastern SE.
Coffman and Sewell were treated and
released from Presbyterian Hospital.
Coffman suffered stab wounds in the back
of the neck, Sewell was stabbed in the
upper back.

...

I

Four picketers were injured, one seriously, when they were struck by a
beige Volkswagen driven by William Lee Stone, 27, of 1943 Draxton SW,
at the barricaded main entrance to the UNM campus on Central Ave. last
evening.
Michael Montgomery, 20, of 8804 Delamar NE, suffered head injuries
when he was thrown from the hood of the automobile. He was reported in
good condition at Bernalillo County Medical Center.
Witnesses say Stone was driving west in the middle lane of Central when
he swerved onto Stanford toward a small band of strikers, swerved again
toward a larger group, and struck four men. It is reported he then raced
toward Johnson Gymnasium, circled the parking lot, and turned east on
Redondo Rd. His license number was taken by witnesses.
Stone later turned himself into Albuquerque Police. His case was turned
over to campus police.
Other strikers injured were Martin McGuire, 20, of 4912 P~mderosa NE,
William Jimerson, 20, of 2400 Shasta Rd. SW. All were treated and
released from Bernalillo County Medical Center .

A successful blocka\ie of a test scheduled by UNM biology professor
Martin Fleck in the anthropology lecture hall ended in voluntary
withdrawal by the marchers from the hall yesterday afternoon. Fleck
made no attempt to give the test.
The protestors, nearly 800 strong, marched on the building following
a rally on the Mall earlier in the day in which Eric Nelson, ASUNM
president, called for nonviolent action.
At 2 p.m. the protestors moved into the building, and began an
impromptu seminar on goals of the strike.
Josh Sager, a graduate student in mathematics, called upon the
strikers to forget the issue of the flag, and follow him to the
anthropology building, where the strikers would attempt to block
Fleck's scheduled examination.
Nelson at a noon rally said, "We must use peaceful means of
communication without the bias of violence."
GSA President Bill Pickens also
addressed the mall rally. Pickens
drew a parallel between Gennany in
1945 performing human atrocities
and the United States in 1970. We
accused Germany in 1945 of doing
inhuman things. If we lie back, we are
the same. We must say 'no more
war'," said Pickens.
Pickens then quoted John F.
Kennedy . as saying, "The hottest
places in hell are reserved for those
who, in time of moral crisis,
expressed their strictest neutrality."
During a sennon by Father William Crews one demonstrator shouted
"relevancy, reverend." Father Edward Nash followed with a brief
prayer of mourning for the four students who died at Kent State
University.
Nelson concluded the rally, calling on the group to picket buildings
and classrooms.
·· Sager received wild applause when he told the audience in
anthropology 101 that the strike would not end Wednesday. "We're
going to keep protesting until we get out of Cambodia," he saiCI.
Sager also called upon the strikers to march on Kirtland Air Force
Base and take it over, but he received little support for this idea.
William Orzen, sociology department research assista~t spoke on
what "the man" does to students. "They send us off to war and they
bring us back in boxes."
Addressing himself to the issue of racism, he called upon the strikers
to "destroy the Strom Thurmonds of the world."
The audience clapped and stomped in cadence when it was
announced that the University had been shut down until Monday by
President Ferrel Heady.

UNM Protestors
Conduct Seminar,
Block Examination
In Anthro Building
1
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Irate Students Reacte:e to Cambodia, Ken.t.

·

By United Press International
Angry student reactions to the
killing of four Kent State
University students and to
President Richard Nixon's move
into Cambodia spread acros11 the
nation yesterday.
The National Strike Center at
Brandeis University in Waltham,
Mass reported student strikes
.,
.
at 24 0 co 11 eges,
an d
underway
Harvard, Princeton, Tufts, Boston
University, Brown, and Berkeley
are reportedly closed for the
remainder of the school term.
Senators Ask Inquiries
Two Senate leaders urged
Nixon to establish a high·level
commission to investigate the
Kent State killings, and Se~.
Stephen M. Young of OhiO
revealed that the first shot at Kent
State was fired accidentally by .a
national guardsman who was h1t
by a tear gas canister thrown back
by a student.
.
,
"There was no smper, • Young
said. The guardsmen, he added,
"just lost their heads."
Young gave no source for his
information which he relayed to
the Senate in a statement a~ d on
which he elaborated later m an

·,,

This did not last long, however, The
more conservative students reappeared and,
discovering that the flag was gone, went to
the Union to get it. It was subsequently
raised to full staff again, with the group
that had raised it guarding the base of the
flag pole. Among this group were Buckner,
Coffman, and Sewell.
An argument occurred, and then it
seemed to be relatively quiet.
Stabbings
It was then that the stabbings occurred.
The crowd erupted, scattering away from
the base of the flag pole. Shouts were
heard,· and the injured students emerged,
one supported by some friends.
They were quickly taken in ambulances
to hospitals.
The day had begun when it was
discovered that somebody had climbed the
flag pole in the night and tied a large
homemade flag with a clenched fist on it to
the top. The· flag was secured and could
not be removed from the bottom.
An unidentified person called the
Albuquerque Fire Department to send a
hook and ladder. It arrived at about 11
a.• m. and, accompanied by cheers from the
conservative faction, sent a man up on a
ladder to remove the radical flag. After a

Hit. Run. lniures Four

'

.,...,

Buckner; who was taken to Bernalillo
County Medical Center (BCMC) with two
stab wounds in the back, was released late
Wednesday afternoon.
The incident followed' a controversy
over the raising of the flag. It had been
brought to full staff at noon by UNM
police, after an order from President Ferrel
Heady. Some radical students had gathered
and attempted to cut down the flag; they
met resistance from some more
conservative students. A rapid fight ensued,
and was quieted down after a large number
of student marshalls intervened, At that
time, nobody was injured.
In a few minutes, ASUNM President Eric
Nelson and Vice President Frank Lihn
appeared and tried to get things under
control, They were partially successful,
with the exception of one of the radical
faction who persisted in shouting and
several times rushed Lihn attempting to
tear down the flag. He was not successful.
It was learned that he was not even a
student. "Get · out of hete; this is our
university," several people shouted.
Eventually, Lihn and Jllelson said they
decided to remove the flag completely
because it was not worth the argument and
confrontation involved.

Trave/stead Permitted
Union to Remain Open
Nearly five hours after student strikers who had been
protesting American involvement in Cambodia and the
Kent State killings took over the New Mexico Union,
Academic Vice President Chester Travelstead announced
the Union would legally remain open all night for the
students.
.
The strikers took over the Union about 3 yesterday
afternoon after Travelstead, speaking for the
administration, announced UNM would be closed until
Monday. The students, lead by Josh Sager, then barricaded
the Union and stated they would remain until their three
demands were met by the administration.
The demands, prepared by a student steering committee
within the Union, were:
That ROTC be removed from campus,
That all government contracts dealing with defense
directly or indirectly, "be exposed and severed," and,
That all units of the physical plant be given recognition
of the union of their choice.
Non-violence Urged
Strike leaders and other individuals addressed the
students in the Union over the public address system,
explaining the demands of the steering committee, and
urging the strikers to remain non-violent.
John Pugh, union representative from the
Communications Workers of America (CWA) told the
milling students, "The workers of UNM have seen you
manning the barricades (outside classroom buildings) and
have watched you in here, and have asked me to offer you
their help."
Graduate student Bill Orzen said for "the first time in
the history of the University all of us can be brothers. I
urge you to stay in the Union, to talk to each other, as
brothers and sisters."
'Liberated' Building
Mannie Wright called the Union a "liberated" building,
open to all.
"The only thing we don't want is people who want to
come in to throw us out. This should be a talk-in for those
who are concerned," he said.
He also urged everyone to "think in terms of
nonviolence."
"If you see someone fighting, pull them apart and sit
them down and talk to them. If you're there, you're
responsible." .
ASUNM President Eric Nelson told the strikers he was
trying ''to okay the Union for most of the evening." He
also accused Heady of not being willing to negotiate the
issues with the students.
State Representative Lenton Malry appeared briefly in
the Union and expressed his concern for the safety of the
students.
Marshalls
At a meeting of the marshall's committee, the members
were told how to deal with mace, and to get the badge
number of any policeman seen harrassing or beating any
student at rallies. The marshalls were instructed to stay in
pairs and to place themselves at both the front and back of
rally crowds to prevent shoving,
A collection was taken to pay for feeding the strikers,
and a committee arranged for food to be cooked in the
Union kitchens.
A first aid station was set up near the Union in the
Zimmerman Library lobby.
A general meeting was called in the Union ballroom
about 5 p.m. to .plan further action but it split into several
smaller groups.
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UNM Students
React to Lobo

.
interview with the Washmgton
Evening Star.
,
.
A spokesman said national
guard officials in Ohio were
unable to confirm the report.
. UC. sampus Closed
Cahforma s 27 state colleges
and universities were ordered
closed for four days yesterday and
5000IllinoisNationa1Guardsmen
were ca11ed t o d u ty to cope with
disorders.
Gov. Ronald Reagan
announced that the University of
California's nine campuses and 18
state colleges would close from
midnight Wednesday thr?ugh
Sundayinthefaceof"emotJonal
turmoil."
.
~eagan, ~skmg students t~
"d1savow vwlence and mo
action", also requested the 92
junior colleges in the state to
close.
The shutdown left an estimated
one · million students out of
classes;
.
.
. District of Col~mbm police
f1red dozens of camsters of t~ar
gas at rock and bottle-hurthng
student demonstrators at
A m ~ r 1· can U n I'vers'1ty t'n
Washmgton.
One· student suffered a ?r_?ken
leg, two policemen were mJured

f1 · m'ssiles and at least 14
b{ d y'fg
inju'red
s up ef, s ~ired tear g~s at student
to 1~e on the University of
PI,? es ~rs m us at Madison and
!¥•s;~msJn c~h/ state capitol' was
~nv ac~::~d and guarded by
h d d f rmed Texas Rangers
und re ts ~e a troopers against
tahn t s ad ttack by University of
Treae.ntedat
exas
A s u1 en... s.n for University of
t~~n::stors met with
T .
~ President Norman
~nJ~ersJ Y
d asked that all
lac ermand a~mpus activity be
c asses d ~ f c the remainder of
suspen ~
or
thewe~, k
nDeclines
H k a~a~~eclined to shut
dow~c :~e university, but said
. d' 'd 1 'nstructors could
1 1
Y ~!sse; if they made up for
~~~r~~~e later. Hackerman said he
. dismissin a class-he personally
IS
h
g
teal e~umber of University of
T xas students burned draft cards
ineprotest of the war, but leaders
of the rally continually cautioned
th gr up not to attempt to
e hoff
0
marc
campus.
About 700
students and faculty
members at Louisiana State
U .
't held an "hl)ur of
mvers• Y

ex:;o

:f.

concern" as their part of the
nationwide campus movement.
Featured in the noon hour
program were a number of faculty
and student speakers who talked
about the violence associated with
the deaths of the four Kent State
students.
, American ·'Cherry Pie'
'• Many Americans from
Hawkeye to Batman have
identified t h emse I ves WI'th
violence," said English. Prof~ssor
Nicholas Canady. "Qu1ck tr1gger
finger$ in the fields of Cambodia
and on the commons at Kent
State University are as American
as cherry pie,"
In Houston, a threatened
student strike, endorsed 19·3 by
the student sen!lte 1 was
disregarded by Umvers1ty of
Houston (UH) President Philip G.
Hoffman.
.
Hoffman sa 1d UH would hold
classes . and added, "I am
confident most s~udents
attend. I alsl) recogmze the n~ht
of individual students to decJde
for themselves."
Hoffman expressed sy~pathy
forthevictimsofariotwh1chleft
four dead atK entStt
a e, bt
..u ~ "1d
he could not condone stn~es
which contravene the ent1re

:wm

purpose of the umvers1ty.
NYC Protests
Students at 10 colleges and
universiHes in New York City are
planning to block major tunnels
and bridges leading to Manhattan
during today's rush hour.
.
The purpose of the actJOn,
according to students, is to
initiate a city·wide work stoppage
to protest American involvement
· · an d th
in Cambodia
. e Ken t Sta t e
killings,
.
In Washington, Intenor
Secretary Walter J. Hickel
c r i t i c i z e d the N i x o n
adminstration's alleged disregar~ •
for youthful protest.
Hick'-sl warned that the
American Revolution resulted
fromunheededprotests.
"Faithfully Yours"
The White HC)use confirmed·
that it had received the letter,
signed "Faithfully yours, Wally"
but Pres~ Secretary Ronald Zeigler
said the President had not yet
seen it.
"I believe this administration
finds itself today embracing a
philosophy whichappearstolack
appro pr1'ate concern for the
attitud~; . of the great mass of
American people," Hickel wrote.

,..

The Lobo was received
somewhat unappreciatively
yesterday by several students
gathered at the flag pole in front
of Johnson Gym.
They took perhaps a minute to
read the first and last pages, and
then piled them in the dust and
set fire to them, About 20 papers
were burned.
They said they were reacting to
the picture on the front, and the
editorial which spoke for
non·violence, but admitted the
possibility that stronger measures
might be needed if the strike was
not effective.

New Mexico Lobo
Box 20, University P.O., UNM,
Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone (505)
277·4102, 277-4202
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You own the sun
.

Child of Aquarius. Sun worshiper ...
Coppertone takes you back to nature with a
deeper, darker, richer tan ... faster.
.
And there's a Coppertone tan that's JUSt
naturally right for you. Eleven fabulous
blends. Make Coppertone a part of
your bag ... beach
bag, that is.

'

•

1"-,t
}

;

Jf;kd;J ou/d a CJ}fo!td
(That's the trortb/e,)

'

J . . .•

A very personal problem •••
yet women who are
confident are using

·. Coppertone~
P.S.jFor a totally different sun
experience try new Coppertone '
Tanning Butter (cocoa butter and
coconut oil). Wild!

Hygienic Deodoranc
Spray to be sure .. the ·
deodorant that is made
for women only.

Available also ilt the

deansiltg towcletles.
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Confusion Reigns on UNM Campus

I
(

i

... Don•t Waiver
Between Active.
Passive Resistance.
Know Your Limitations
Bear Contempt
Neither for Yourself
Nor for Any
Of Your Brothers.

,...
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Student Demonstrations
•
Result 1n Co·nfrontations
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·1 am an American
I am a Christian
I am AwareMrs. Vivian Nyquist

Lc V.c

Eric Nelson (with megaphone), ASUNM president, told a noon
rally yesterday that strikers must communicate non-violently.

Confrontation

Flag Down

ASUNM Vice President Frank Lihn left, and ASUNM President Eric Nelson
after taking down the flag in front of Johnson Gym.

~

\il ,J

Lobo Photo by Ch.,ter l'alhter

Protestor

This unidentified student . marched around campus yesterday with a
skeleton on his shoulders, protesting American involvement in Southeast Asitt.
.

·.

.

~

.

Encounter
'

,.

l·

'..

...

~

.

...... ""'····

\

A student swings a car antenna at flag pole defenders during an early
afternoon encountet between strikers and other students who objected to
flying the U.S. flag at half mast .

--------
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First Aid

Lobo Photo by Bruce Krause

I.obo Photo by Bruce Krause

The fighting pictured above occurred near the flagpole yesterday afternoon
and resulted in the stabbing of three students who insisted on flying the U.S.
flag at the top of the pole.

One of three students stabbed
during the fight falls to the
ground seconds after he sustained
two knife wounds in the back.
(See arrows)

Stabbing Victim

Strike medics and friends carried the victim into Johnson Gym ol! a
stretcher to await an ambulance ride to the emergency room of Presbytenan
Hospital.

Peaceful
This ''Honk for Peace"
demonstration (photo at right),
which drew nearly 700
participants, was marred when
another student was run down
after he stepped into traffic on
Central Ave.

Driver Flees

The Volkswagen in the middle of the street fled east on Redondo Drive
after driving through the strike barricade and running down four students. The
driver later surrendered to city police.

i (

:l
~l

i f

Marshall Helps
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Johnson Gym Area Banned from Gov. Conference
Center of Disputes ~!~.~. = .. arns Protestors

lniuries Mar First Day of Strike

Flag Pole Fight
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Michael Montgomery stretched
out on the street after being hit
by a car that crashed the barricade
at Stanford and Central,

'"

I .
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'
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The area in front of Johnson
Gymnasium was crowded from
early morning to mid afternoon
with people concerned about
whether the American flag should
be at full staff, half mast, or taken
down, despite scheduled protest
events on the mall. Impromptu
harangues ,later in the afternoon
erupted into violence with the
stabbingofthreestudentsbutfist
fights broke out throughout the
morning.
A hook and ladder truck from
the Albuquerque Fire Department
at 11 a.m. removed a strike or
"unity~' banner, depicting three
upraised, clenched fists, which
had been attached to the top of
the flag pole. It was then burned
by several students and the
American flag raised by campus
police.
The truck had been ordered to
the scene by Gov. David Cargo at
the request of Glen Anglese, a
student in the recreation
department.
. Fire Department
"I called the police, public
service, and fire department when
I first came to school at 7 a.m.
and saw the banner, but they said
they couldn't
anything,"
said
Anglese,.
a do
disabled
Vietnam
veteran.
"I want the American flag up, I
fought for it and by God it's going
to stay up. If they bring it down it
will be over my dead body," he
said.
Strikers and non·strikers argued
whether the American flag should
be flown at full staff, half staff, or
be taken down. On Monday,
Heady had said that the flag
would be flown at half mast in the
morning and raised to full staff in
the afternoon,
ASUNM Senate Tuesday had
passed a resolution calling for the
flag to be flown at half staff
Thursday and Friday.
After a noon memorial rally on
the Mall, a small group of students
occupied the flag pole platform
and attempted to keep irate
strikers from lowering the flag to
half staff in mourning for the six
Kent State University students.
'Raise Hell'
The crowd was repeatedly
aroused by a man identifying
himself only as Carlson. He said
that he was not a UNM student
and had come into town from
Corrales and had decided to "raise
a little hell" on campus. He yelled
at the flag defenders demanding
the flag lowered.
Some students were armed with
knives, ASUNM president, said
Eric Nelson. One student carried a
broken'()ff car radio antenna.
Nelson asked the crowd to
disperse. He said, "Milling around
the flag pole won't do any good.
Students should man the picket
lines and make the campus strike
a complete success."
Twice disturbances broke out
as irritated students came to
blows. •One unidentified onlooker
was thrown to the pavement. He
said, "I just got caught in the
middle."
A group of strikers rushed the
flag at around noon and cut the
flag rope, but it was tied together
again.
Within half an hour, a
bystander who told strikers he
had not been a student at UNM
for a year began demanding the
flag be torn down. He rushed the
flag pole once, but was stopped
by Nelson and ASUNM vice
president Frank Lihn who used
their bodies as shields to keep the
crowd away. An unidentified
bystander hit the man as he
rushed the flag.
Disperse
After again telling the students
to disperse and getting no results,
Nelson and Lihn, removed the flag
from the pole about 1 p.m.
With the flag gone, the crowd
moved to the main entrance to
UNM at Centrat 1 and Stanford,
where strikers had . erected
barricades of wooden and
sawhorses and concrete parki~g

A Political For A Day
FOX POINT, Wis. (UPI)-Jay
G. Sykes, a Democratic candidate
£or lieutenant governor,
announced Monday that he had
nothing to announce.

barriers. Earlier in the day, six
students in a red Super Sport had
attempted to enter the campus on
Stanfor4. They tore the barricade
apart, shoving one girl, but were
then blocked by the strikers who
sat down in the road chanting,
"On strike," City police told the
six to move their vehicle, because
it was blocking traffic on Central.
Two other cars attempted to
enter the campus by the exit
lanes, but were blocked by about
50 students, some carrying signs,
who marched in a· large circle,
using the crosswalks on Redondo
and Stanford.
·
Back at the flag pole Andy
Lucero, a graduating senior, raised
the American flag once again to
full mast, aided by other counter
strikers.
"I got the flag and permission
to raise it from the campus
police," said Lucero, I don't know
why it was brought down-if to
quell the crowd, I don't think
that's reason enough to bring
down the U.S. flag, he said. "I
thought Kent State was the issue,
not the flag," said Lucero.
Following the raising of the
second flag, the stabbing three
~st~u~d~e~n!!;ts~o~cc~u~r!re~d:!;.:.__ __:__ _ _

¥!

Gov. David Cargo, faced
with dwindling attendance and
plans of peace demonstrators,
said yesterday if student
m i 1j tan ts disrupted the
R e p u b 1 i c a n Nation a I
Governor's Conference
Thursday he would have them
"run out" by national guard
troops.
.cargo's angry remarks
followed announcement by a
Santa Fe group that it would
try to get attending governor&
to sign an antiwar resolution.
The group said it would hold
vi g i 1s at the meeting's
headquarters throughout the
three·day conference beginning
Thursday.
Cargo said if militants like
those who seized an ROTC
building at UNM Tuesday
interrupted the conference "I'll
have them run out fast."
Students in the ROTC building
left peacefully avoiding a
confrontation with guardsmen.
"Peaceful demonstrations
are fine," Cargo said. "But as
far as occupying buildings or
trying to q is r up t the
conference, I will not tolerate

"If students attempt to

disrupt the meeting, I will
make it pretty warm for some
of them."
Parade Permits
At 8 last night, at the Union
ballroom, the student Strategy
and Tactics Committee
discussed the possibility of
picketing the Governor's
Conference. According to a
S a n t a Fe City p o 1ice
spokesman no parade permit
has been filed with the city
manager's office. Only two
permits have been filed, one
from the Peaceful Anti-Poverty
Organization, the. other from
an unidentified group.
Groups from The College of.
Santa Fe and St. John's College
in Santa Fe are also reportedly
planning demonstrations.
Cargo said 2 0 unarmed
guardsmen would stand by to
aid some 40 uniformed state
and city police handling
security for the conference
that ends Saturday,
"So many governors are
having campus troubles right
now, that I frankly expect
s o m e I as t m in u t e

cancellations," Cargo said. "It's
a shame all this campus unrest
had to happen right now."
Early Cancellation
A conference spokesman
said he doubted if Gov. Louie
B. Nunn of Kentucky would
attend. Nunn was conference
vice-chairman.
Nunn had earlier called
arm"ed national guardsmen
onto the University of
Kentucky campus after the Air
Force ROTC building and a
women's dormitory were
damaged by firebomb5.
Monday the White House
turned down an invitation
from Cargo to Vice President
Spriro T. Agnew to attend as a
stand-in for President Nixon.
Nixon and Agnew, the White
House said, could not attend
due to Cambodia.
The Cambodian crisis and
violence at Kent State
University also forced House
Republican Leader Gerald
Ford to cancel out.
Ford's withdrawal left. only
a handful of top-rung members
of the GOP hierarchy and
cabinet member scheduled to
attend.
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·You only go around once in life.
So grab for all the gusto you can.
Even in the beer you drink.
Why settle for less?
When you're out of Schlitz,
you're out of beer. ·· , ·
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Editorial

The Essence of the Strike
The essence of the national student strike
against American foreign policy last night
emerged from a haze of violence, demands,
and calls for occupation of campus
buildings .. The rage felt yesterday at the
University over the unceasing invasions of
Cambodia and the four senseless murders at
Kent State University culminated during the
daylight hours, and ended in the knifings of
three students, and two hit and run
accidents.
But last night, along both sides of Central,
· UNM students, high school students, and
some Albuquerque townspeople once again
caught the real reason we are on strike. They
once again remembered that we are
protesting war. The people along Central
stood flashing peace symbols, and shouting
"Stop the war" to passersby. They knew
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DON BURGE
Managing Editor

SARAH LAIDLAW
Editor

only one reason for being along th~ street:
to show people that they believe this insane,
Box 20, University P.O., UNM, Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
incomprehensible war must end.
The people in the streets were united.
,Editorial Phone (505) 277.4102, 277-4202
There were athletes, Greeks, townspeople,
Thursday, May 7, 1970'
strikers, and non-strikers shouting the same VC?I73, No. 134
slogans, and using the same signal of moral
belief. Their actions brought back smiles to
faces which had grown tired and drawn
through anguish at the senseless violence at
the University. The people had some action,
a nonviolent action, which could best
express their feelings on an issue which has
torn this country apart.
The feeling generated last night must not
again be lost. The feeling of unity which
brought about the massive demonstration of
Now that I am officially "off the Lobo staff," I had
anti-war sentiments must not again be lost in
violence.
Sarah Laidlaw planned to make an announcement that from now on the
writing would naturally be of lesser calibre than previously
when I was being paid as managing editor. A quick review of
some recent columns ruled this out as it would be hard to get
much worse.
At any rate, there are still a few letters coming in bitching
about some of the businesses and landlords in the area, so
there is still some material to bat around in space kindly
donated by the editor.
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To The Editor:
Prone to Violence
To the Editor:
Mr. Helbing suggests that we
read the graffiti on restroom wal.ls
in order to obtain our vicarious.
sexual thrills. I would like to
suggest that an even better place
for this (and the entertainment is
live) is the La Fonda bar in Santa
Fe while it is being patronized by
New Mexico lawmakers. Only be
careful; they're prone tO'Iyard
violence.
Jack F. Cully, Jr.
(Editor's note: The following is
directed toward Robert Ancell,
who recently wrote a letter to the
editor.)

"Cover" Attitude
To the Editor:
I n r e s pons e lo the
"book-by-its·cover" attitude of
Robert Ancell (re: letter of
Tuesday, May 5) I would like to
say just this-I went to see Miss
Kandel; Ancell did not.
I will explain. I went to the
reading partially to join in a
confrontation. For this I
apologize to Miss Kandel. Luckily
she realized this in many of the
attendants,. and merely hoped to
change their attitudes. She
certainly changed mine.
Miss Kandel has-many different
styles and s!lnsitive poems of all
diversity. She has a wonderfully
warm attitude and her
performance was excellent. My
"mentality" is not at stake here as
Ancell seems to think. How can
CAMPUS EDITOR
REVIEW EDITOR
SPORTS EDITOR
COPY EDITORS
STAFF WRITERS

MORNING EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS

he judge himself and Miss Kandel
without adequate basis is beyond
my comprehension-and I'm sure
it is also beyond those of Ancell's
27 years who have benefitted
from their experience of
years-which I am sure Ancell has
not.
Pat Spiers

Dear Mr. Ancell •.•
To the Editor:
Dear Mr. Ancell,
I have just finished reading
your letter to the editor in the
May 5 Lobo. I do not want to
debate with you over moot point
of whether or not "Love Lust
Poem" is pornographic. But, you
did indicate that you could not
understand the enthusiasm which
the poem's reading incited. This
·letter is in hopes of enlightening
you.
In the spring of last year
considerable attention was
brought upon the University when
our "enlightened" state legislature
sought the dismissal of a teacher
for using the poem as an example
in his English class. Their main
objection was that freshmen (or
18 year olds) in college do not
have maturity to decide for
themselves (as you and. I do-who
are juniors and seniors) whether
or not the poem is obscene. This
dear sir, is an attempt to impose
on a segment of society (soon to
receive the vote) a view or a
judgment that is entirely
arbitrary.

Letters arc welcome and should be
no longer than 250 words typewritten, double spaced. Name, telephone
and address must be Included. The
name of the author of the letter will
not be withheld.

I have never taken it upon myself to chastise or call down
some business for deceptive practices unless they were
documented somehow. This usually included a complaint to
the Better Business Bureau, a legal complaint, or an incident
that had happened to me. In fact most of the crap in this
column was written as the result of some personal experience
that I knew could be recorded without libeling anyone. The
Lobo would be operating in secrecy out of the basement of
the closed Country Barn premises if we had printed some of
the complaints I received in the past months.
One undocumented gripe alleged a bundle of brussel
sprouts purchased at an area vegetable market were full of
worms and the store retused at first to refund money to the
irate customer. The complaint charged a refund was
eventually doled out while the sprouts were put back on the
shelf to be sold again. Sounds like a real ball of laughs but
using the vendor's name would have landed The Lobo in
court in about 48 seconds.

***

Schick blades have also been charged with
Thus, the enthusiastic response
given the poem's reading last misrepresentation in performance statements made about the
Friday by the poet was first, a new Krona Chrome blades. Television commercials showing
rebuttle to the state legislature, in enlarged photographs the edges of two blades used five
and second, a tribute to the fine
authoress. Thirdly, it may have times suggests that the stainless steel blade is much inferior to
been (depending on the view of the Krona Chrome blade placed next to it. The FTC contends
each listener) a rejoicing to the neither blade is materially superior to the other.
sheer forceful "pornographic"
intent of the poem. It could have
***
been an endorsement of an act
which, when done in the privacy
If the weather ever gets enchanted around here, some of us
of one's own home, with no guilt, will get a chance to get some sun on our collective
is immediately seen as an act of
love and nothing else, least of all conspicuous bodies. That usually means a bum, at least for
pornography. I fully realize that the first few exposures, and that usually means a couple of
this fact may be overlooked by stinging nights. Mythical treatments for sunburn range from
those who hear nothing but the soaking the entire body in methyl hydrate to rubbing a
four letter words and are appalled
while they continue to use the vegetable grater over the exposed surfaces while a friend
same words in other situations pours hot Dr. Pepper on the tender skin. (Dick Clark's been
and other aspects of their "moral" doing it for years.) Others have tried "Un-Burn," a sunburn
lives.
treatment preparation manufactured and sold by Chas. Pfizer
I suggest that in the future you & Co., Inc. The product is supposed to, among other things,
use your camera for love (and I
don't rule out pornography). This " ... actually anesthetize nerves . . . stop sunburn pain in
would be less harmful than using (pause) less time than it takes 'to slip out of my bikini. That's
it to prey on the misfortunes of awfully nice to know when you're the sensitive type.'"
mankind~ for sesationalism and
It seems the Federal Trade Commission didn't go for this
"news" value as the Albuquerque line as they have challenged advertising by the Pfizer
TV news programs can be most
company because adequate and well-controlled scientific
noted for.
Raymond M. Rura studies or tests prior to advertising were not done. So don't
Bouncing Ball
WOKING, England (UPI)-As a
jo~e,. former bank manager
Ronald Webb deposited a check in
his bank made out on a golf ball
given to him by colleagues and
customers on his retirement.
The bank took it seriously and
it bounct:Jd,

Casey Church
Holly Beckley
Paul Fleck
Anne O'Brien, Everett Robinson, Judy Lindsey, Sandy Schauer,
Pam Burgenheim, Carolyn Babb
Sue Major, Barbara Morgan, Lin Morgan, Clark Jermain, Frank
Martinez, Robert Hlady, Charles Andrews, Susan Stern, Buffie
Lancaster, tric Lucas, Shannon Robinson, Mary Jane Barth,
Fran Padilla, Pat Wegman, Susan Kilgore, Michael Blake, David
Gagnon
Jean Lindsey, Annette Cordova
Chester Painter, Sob Caruthers, Mike Rowland, Tony Louder. bough

STAFF

·race to get the bikini off because it will still be hurting when
you get done.

Editor:
Not So Gentle
To the Editor:
. I feel a desire to say somt:Jthing
about this latest unrest on
campus, In order to say why in a
few short words is to explain that
I 1 with a fellow student-Aaron
Eichwald, removed a strike sign
from the southend of the
education complex this morning.
Do you know what I found
out? I found these people who are
gentle by nature and gentle by
preference are not so gentle. In
fact, I thought, after a guy and gal
crashed into our classroom, that I
would become entangled in
anything but a peaceful
settlement over the sign dispute.
Perhaps it was fortunate for the

Letters arc weleomc and should be
no longer than 250 wordo typewritten, double spncecl. Name, telephone

and nddress must be included. The
name of the author o£ the letter will
not be withheld.

professor to be in the room at the
time or I may have had to explain
to my wife that I was black and
blue from a class discussion rather
than from a barroom brawl,
I think the vandalism and sign
paintings on the buildings Is
sickening. I also am 11shamed, at
times, to admit that I it'm a college
student because so many people
identify me as one of these
radicals who go around causing
troublt:J, destroying property, and
living in rags and filth with hair
dow11 to my knees.
In closing, I am proud of my
country, I am proud to be an
American, I am responsible, and I
pay my own way through
school-do you?
Jimmie D. Bizzol

And Now a Really Free University
NEW
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Open Meetings Today

An open all-student rally, to gauge student
opinion about the strike and actions for this
week, will be held today at 1 p.m. in the
intramural fields between Johnson Gym and the
dorms.
At the same time, the faculty wUI meet to
decide what options will be given to students in
attending classes until the end of the semester.

No. 135

UNM to Re-Open Today
-But With New Set-Up

A proposal allowing optional attendance
fields, and the faculty members to attend
of class through the end of the semester was
the faculty meeting.
negotiated yesterday by ·a joint faculty,
Morning classes through .i2: 30 will be
student, administrative ad hoc committee
held, ana classes after 6:30,p.m. will meet,
meeting yesterday afternoon in the Union
Travelstead said.
Ballroom.
The ad hoc group of over 200 people, and
I
The ad hoc committee, composed of
some 50 observers admitted to the meeting
members of the major faculty standing
after debate on the question of their
Both the University Regents and President Ferrel Heady committees, and students appointed by
admittance, also accepted President Ferrel
Saturday called for UNM to resume ."normal operations" ASUNM and GSA officers, proposed three
Heady's recommendation for management
"student options," voluntary attendance of
of the Union jointly by the Faculty Policy
today.
Committee and the Union Board.
The Regents, 111eeting in an emergency session with Gov. .regular classes, withdrawal from classes on
Heady also announced the Uniotl
David F. Cargo before over 100 angry students and terms agreeable to the individual professor,
townspeople, approved a recommendation by Heady that . a,nd the establishment of "free· university"
Ballroom wo¢d be· open on "a 24-hour
"beginning on Monday we restore normalcy in the sense classes.
basis" f9~ interested persons seeking to
that we restore normal" classwork.
..,
The proposals will be submitted to the
continue' organizational plans and
faculty in a special session this afternoon at
discussions.
During dfscusswn of control of the Union,
Heady added that neither he nor any other 1 p.m. and if accepted would go into eff!;!ct
administrator had "any intentions to enforce" strict Tuesday.
John Perd~ch, vice president for finance,
attendance. "In addition, it seems to me that it is possible
The proposal was endorsed by 56
explaine~' the contractual arrangement of
simultaneously for us to proceed with a normal" and an members of the faculty and administration
b ond s h td..· .on the' Union that prevent the
altered program of classes and teach-ins.
· including the deans of the colleges of Fine
Regen t(,s / front officially relinquishing
Regents President Arturo Ortega agreed with Heady but~ Arts, Arts and Sciences, and Business
comple controX of the building to students.
. Stud~nt Representation
also made it clear the Regents expected any alterations .to - Administration, and the heads of the Law
be "supplemental" and that they J.lOt take~ the place .of and Medical Schools.
Th ,· resolWfion, setting up the ad hoc
regular classwork.
.{
·•
Vi<,:e Presiql:mt for Academic Affairs
co PJ:n.ti~tee:1 introduced by Harold
"The concern that the Regentiave is a concern for the . Chester Tra\Telstead said the proposal
Dr~o.n4:;.~·pecified that all members of
approximately 15,700 students
· this University who " would. tlot 1..i,;~ a committment until the
nliD.b
t d'mg c~~m1'ttees
.r..L'!<·_ o·"~ ':·'th.·. f acuItY san
,
,''llll}?quiil number of studen~s meet to
have come to this University for -~ucation, and unless general.faculty makes a decision."
this University continues Monday we would be very~
'
·
4<"'r:lf~
'J ways
r e-op enD?-g c1asses
0f
Heady. · · saidt1 Saturday, in response to a
...on..l';..i~
"·" . ,' , and
e'
neglectful of their rights," Ortega told Heady.
.
mak
r
proposal . that;· the University open Monday
·. ~~
e ecommend at Ions t o t"'~
.'!.'='
Passage of Heady's recommendation came immediately. under fthe . terms agreed to, "I am not ~ett~t?J.."'and Heady.
on the heels of the passage of a resolution in the faculty . L. preparea ~ to . give the faculty complete .. . ~Sa.ti¢'d~y the faculty. also , ,adopted a
control ... 1 think professors are under n . .1 r~&>i!o.
· utio,,n expressmg
stron.gest
meeting being he~d at the same time whic~ called for the
establishment of a student-faculty committee to discuss
1~ di"'n' roval of the use of the National
~_.,.
obligation to teach" their regular courses. !:.. : Gufed
re-opening UNM. (See related story this page.. ) . ·
on campus and commended the
The proposal reads that those who WI,·sn ~ 1 •. .
.
'
"
•
.
The meeting was adjourned a4llost immediately after . may continue to attend "those· classes tliey I$t~, ents . wh~ reacted to .e~~ess!~e force
the passage of the recommendatibn because a number of
si~ed u.P for in February.,
IF,.\:·
~ . .. I th. moderati~m and respons1bili~Y.
students ·refused to sit down. and st6p shouting questions
-f •
~
_ JThe resolution termed the NatiOnal Guard
at the Regents, Heady, and C~o. The entire group,
.
·
Alternatives
; · . ·action "at best irresponsible and at worst
~avelstead said that "upon . agre~:n~ '' · ~eliberate provocation" and condemned
however, remained for another ·30 minutes to answer
questions. '
i
with the individual professor" a stude , ~ ay ; :. it;hose who "made the decision to use force
Cargo~ told the group he did 'riot know who was elect. to take the 12 weeks grade, · ·. e a • · , and violence in light of events" on other
responsible" for the bayonetting mci,dents Friday l:lecause
credit-no cre_?it gr~de, take an ~co }~~e.-ln: .·J campuses.
.
"I wasn't out there.'' He added,.howevet, ifiafl'the1whole ,:lihe course,. or withdraw entrrely ,, tllout:.;.,. The fac~lty defeated an amendment to
thing is under review ... (and that) J ilim~' anyone ~ho is penalty, ~
•
. ;· . . · :'the resolution that would have "equally
guilty of criminal activity should be prosecuted."
". The ."fr.ee univ.er.si·ty·:: provis~.<¥,1. . · ~ fa.~t.·.·f deplored" th~ illegal activity of a minority of
Heady said neither he nor any- otlier~·meniber of the~
supJ?l;mentary classes for d~~$1on · o . students whtch made the "presence of th~
administration was ·going to make an attempt to identify·· . "additional, relevant problems."( ~
' . · : Guard necessary.''
and discipline studetlts involved in last week's. incidents. · Afternoon .classes. have been ~<lelled. to 1
The group also passed a resolution
Although he did not state it outright he alsq implied that permit students to attend a generaJ,. student
opposing intimidation of Physical Plant
the University would not take any action against those
body meeting cltlled by ASUNM President
workers in efforts taken in support of
arrested ~ the Union Friday night.
Er~c Nels~_!l for 1 p.m~ 011 the ~outh. at_N~~:i,~;
"recen~ activities on campus."

Regen t S, HeaclYA Sk
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ScBttefed .Violenc.e ~ ~rupt$. During Strike
131 Protesters. Arrested; 10Ba~etl£y Guard

The deployment of~ the after the 131 wer; removed from, fo~~:~d . ca~~ilatl~n~·.of .. the: I by~ j~ffit order of Heady and
National Guard o~ campus to <?Ust the Union.
.
.
Republican G«;>Vernors Conference ·; CiiilJO) The Regents, in seeking
students occupymg the Umon,
The use of the Guard prompted scheduled m Santa Fe On • thl! court order, charged they
joint fac)ulty student .a graduate students' call for Thursday, Friday, and Saturday. were seeking to prevent
The conference cancellation : ~·irreparable damage" to the
recommendatio11S of a "free. o us tin g Ferre 1 Heady,
u?-iversity," and scatter~d acts.of condemnation of the Guard's use at~~ left the striker's•. w~o 'Union....
.
.
v1olence followed m .qUick by t~e faculty,. and strong press origll'lally called the ·. stnke. m ; S t r 1 k e me e t1n gs and
suc~essi.on this weekend while the reaction.
. .. . •
• .
honor of the fou~ stu_dents kil~ed , org~nizational caucuses by .all
Umvers1ty was
~erso:ns who remamed .m the '!lt Kent State Umvere1ty, and t~e . , fa~t!ous of the ~tudents workmg
A 150man
·theNatlonal Urt1on 1fi dE!fian<.tll of the co:urt .mvolve~ent .of. U.S. troops Ut !W1th the str1ke were held
G~ard
on campus ordllr, students an~ stildel.}t strike Ca~bodm Without a target for ; ~1roughout the weekend, but
Friday
NeW Mexico supporters, subnllttlld .to arrest their p~otest. ,
~ ~ ..
1 htt~e concensus on what to do
Stata
Vigil_ to peac-efully •• They mcluded:
Feeh~g qUickly. narrow~d to i when school re-opened, or
help
and campus police . ASUNM Pres1dent Eric Nelson.
local Issues wtth . sentunent , attempted to re-open, was reached
oust
had occupied · Debate over the ttsll of the growing agl!lnst reS\ltl1Ption of · prior to an ad hoc student,
the
Union building'· National Gtiard embroiled Cargo ''business all Ul1Ual1' Monday. ·
·· faculty, administration meeting
since
afternoon.
in 'tlettinls of authorization of the . Heady . '"and the Reg~nt.i'
Vigil
executing a coltrt Guards use; and ··denials. by . Saturday had called for tlie ·
The Physical Plant employees
order
by the UNM Regents ·Regent's President Arturo Ortega, ~~reopening of, the University under .. are scheduled to go out on strike
to
bulldhtg cleiu:ed, 131 and Heady of prior knowledge 1>f ~''normal ~e~abing ocnditi0t:f$.f,J , : thi~~. morning in support of
uet·so 111pw-t~l:earrested ·
.. and the guard deployme~;~.t. 'Monday.
.•
·
c<:mtmued student efforts to keep
rr:leased
Gubernatorial . candidates called
the University shut down or
a special sesskm t'lf the
~change its structure.
.
court
and
The broadest representation of
campus opinion of the strike came
yesterday afternoon when over

r. · . .

.

.

200 persons discussed control of
the Un!on, the terms ?f ~he
re-openmg of the University
Monday, and the Physical Plant
worker's strike.
,
Yesterday an ad hoc facult
committee, students an~
administrators and student..,
government representatives
recommended voluntary
attendance of classes, methods of
non-penalized withdrawal from
classes and "free university"
classes'
·.
Durmg . a march Friday
afternoon to .Robinson Park and
b~ck, . a group of Albuquerque
High School students rushed the
~00 marchers, pelting them with
rocks.
City police and student parade
marshals broke up the high school·
belligerents and the march
proceeded. Two students were
injured.
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